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9IN MY VIEW

“IN my earliest years as a

theoretical physicist, I

thought in terms of

equations and formulas, but very

soon came to appreciate the power

of visual imagination. 

Now, thanks to computer graphics,

some of those inner visions can be

transformed into external ones and

shared with other people. My hope

is that, through images such as the

two reproduced here, from the

Novartis/Daily Telegraph Visions of

Science competition, people who

are not scientists will see that the

abstract and usually mathematical

ideas underlying physics can be

visually appealing. This would be 

a welcome antidote to the vulgar

image of science as a chilly (and

sometimes chilling) left-brain activity,

with little aesthetic or intuitive input.

The competition provided an

immediate stimulus to recreate, 

in the clearest and most attractive

formats and with higher resolution,

pictures I had already made. I had no

expectation of winning – and didn’t

(and still don’t) understand what

criteria would determine artistic

merit. And I hesitated before

entering, because I am not

enthusiastic about scientific

competitions. In my opinion, the

repeated emphasis on rivalry and

conflict as a force for innovation in

science is a damaging misconception,

beloved by journalists and possibly

based on false analogies with the

worlds of sport or business;

controversies and disagreement play

a part in the growth of science, but

cooperation between creative

individuals is vastly more important

than the will to be first.

Excellence in Science’s front cover

shows Bouncing and spreading

(created with Irene Marzoli). The

‘particle in a box’, a favourite toy

from the quantum physicists’

playground, is a representation of

the wave describing a particle

bouncing between two walls. We

generated the picture by computer,

starting from the Schrödinger

equation of quantum mechanics.

The walls are at the left and right

sides, and time increases upwards.

Intensity (probability to find the

particle) is colour-coded, with red

brightest and black zero. Initially, the

wave is localized and moving to the

right. It hits the wall and gets

superposed on its reflection,

resulting in interference fringes.

Then the wave moves to the left and

spreads before it gets reflected at

the left wall and interferes again.

Phase is a periodic variable

describing the stages of any cyclic or

oscillatory process (like the phases of

the Moon). Random phases
(pictured top right) depicts the

phase of several interfering waves

travelling in different directions. In

this composite wave, phase depends

on position, and is colour-coded by

hue – also a periodic variable. All

colours meet at points of phase

singularity, where the wave intensity

is zero. Phase singularities are the

distinctive features of waves on the

finest scale and are central to

modern experimental and

theoretical research. Random waves

like the one shown here are basic

conceptual tools in representations

of laser speckle, the cosmic

microwave black-body background

radiation, and electrons moving

chaotically in quantum dots.”

Sir Michael Berry is a Royal Society

Research Professor at the University

of Bristol. He was one of the 2002

competition winners.

The views expressed here are the

author’s and do not necessarily

reflect Royal Society policy. If you

would like to comment on these

views or write a future In my view,

please email

excellence@royalsoc.ac.uk

The Novartis and The Daily
Telegraph Visions of Science
Photographic Competition is
launched again on 12 February.
Visit www.visions-of-
science.co.uk Awards will again
be presented at the Royal
Society in September.
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